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NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

GENERAL

The navigation system includes those
units and components which provide
time and position data to the flight
crew. The system encompasses both
ground dependent and independent
position indicating systems; atti-
tude, directional, speed, tempera-
ture, and altitude instruments; those
units which provide guidance during
approach, landing, and taxiing; and
those units which combine the various
navigational inputs to compute and/or
display a geographical location.

DESCRIPTION

CLOCKS

A digital time system is installed
which is a crystal controlled, solid
state timepiece compatible with com-
puter associated operations requiring
a highly accurate and controlled real
time reference. The display presents
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) in hours
and minutes, Long Term Elapsed Flight
Time (ELAPS) in hours and minutes,
and Short Term Elapsed Time (CHRO) in
minutes and seconds. Digital GMT
outputs are available for Inertial
Navigational Systems (INS), and a
Digital Flight Data Recorder (DFDR).

ATTITUDE DIRECTOR INDICATOR

In addition to its flight instrument
role, the Attitude Director Indicator
(ADI) provides data which are used
for navigation, approach, and landing
operations. The command bars provide
a means of displaying computed flight
director commands or monitoring auto-
pilot operations. Vertical deviation

from the glide slope is indicated by
the glide slope pointer. The pitch
command bar provides computed alti-
tude or altitude hold commands as
well as speed command pitch attitude
information. The pitch command bar
also displays speed guidance commands
for the takeoff and go-around modes.
Lateral corrections to intercept a
selected VOR/LOC or INS centerline or
heading can be shown by the roll
command bar, and lateral deviation
from the localizer centerline is
indicated by the localizer indicator.

RADIO MAGNETIC INDICATOR

The Radio Magnetic Indicator (RMI)
displays relative bearing information
from ADF and VOR signal sources on
the respective RMI pointer, and
magnetic heading from the compass
system under the lubber line.
Compass system number 1 normally
furnishes magnetic heading to the
copilot's RMI. Compass system
number 2 normally furnishes magnetic
heading to the Captain's RMI. When
the COMP selector knob is placed at
BOTH ON 1 (BOTH ON 2) position the
number one (two) compass system
provides magnetic heading for both
the Captain's and Copilot's RMI's.

HORIZONTAL SITUATION INDICATOR

The Horizontal Situation Indicator
(HSI) displays commands from three
different sources (VOR, ILS, and
INS). Inputs are controlled by the
HSI switch on the FGS panel. The HSI
displays are; magnetic or true head-
ing, selected course or desired



course, true track and crosstrack deviation.
Glideslope deviation, distance to the next
waypoint and selected heading are also dis-
played.

MARKER BEACON SYSTEM

The pre-tuned marker beacon system provides
visual and aural signals to the flight crew.
Three dimmable lights on the Captain's and
Copilot's instrument panels provide visual
position indications when passing over the
outer, middle, or airways marker. A MARKER
selector located on the SELCAL panel permits
selection of HI or LO sensitivity.

STANDBY MAGNETIC COMPASS

The standby magnetic compass provides a
heading reference in relation to magnetic
north.

TAS/SAT INDICATOR

True airspeed, derived from pilot system input
and computer corrections for temperature,
compressibility, pressure altitude, and posi-
tion error is displayed, together with static air
temperature, on the TAS/SAT indicator.
Total air temperature may be read by pushing
the TAT button the TAS/SAT indicator and
reading same in SAT readout.

WEATHER RADAR SYSTEM

The weather radar system displays weather
and ground-targets, in color, with selective

ranges of 25, 50, 100, 150 and 300 nautical
miles. In NORM mode, green color depicts
light rainfall/light turbulence, yellow color
depicts medium rainfall/medium turbulence,
red color depicts heavy rainfaH/heavy tur-
bulence and potential hail conditions! In MAP
mode, green color represents targets with low
reflectivity and yellow color represents target
with medium reflectivity, and red color repre-
sents tragets with high reflectivity.

The antenna is gyro-stabilized in pitch and roll
(±45°) and is pitch controllable from 14
degrees UP to 14 degrees DN (down). In
addition, each radar indicator has azimuth
lines (supplying target bearing reference) and
range marks (to aid in distance determination).

NOTE Actual tilt performance is up to 14°
although index on the control
panel is 15°.

INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
(Applicable to aircraft with INS installed)

The Inertial Navigation System (INS) is self-
contained and functions without ground
based aids. It supplies continuous position
and navigation data in readable form for the
pilots reference. The INS may be coupled to
the flight guidance system to provide automat-
ic flight. A precision gyro-stabilized platform
is used for reference, and a digital computer
performs data computation and event
programming to generate navigational data.
The INS gyro platform also supplies atti-
tude reference signals for the ADI, FGS,
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AT/SC, radar antenna and PAFAM; and
azimuth stabilization signals for the
compass system. Three complete
Inertial Navigation Systems are
installed. Cockpit controls consists
of three Mode Selector Units (MSU) on
the overhead panel and three Control
Display Units (CDU) on the pedestal,
No. 1 and No. 2 forward and No. 3 aft
of the throttle quadrant.

A backup battery unit is provided for
each INS and will supply essential
power to maintain INS operation
during ac power interruptions. A
fully charged battery unit will
sustain operation of the INS for
approximately 15 minutes.

CAUTION; OPERATING THE INS ON THE
GROUND WITH AC POWER
REMOVED WILL CAUSE DEPLE-
TION OF THE BACKUP BATTERY
UNIT SYSTEM OVERHEAT DUE
TO NO AIR FLOW. AN AURAL
WARNING HORN, LOCATED IN
THE RIGHT AIR CONDITION-
ING COMPARTMENT, WILL SOUND
IF THE INS IS OPERATING
WITH THE AIRCRAFT ON THE
GROUND AND AC POWER IS
REMOVED.

GROUND PROXIMITY WARNING SYSTEM
(GPWS)

The ground proximity warning system
consists of a ground proximity warn-
ing computer which utilizes inputs
from the Air Data Computer-1, Radio
Altimeter-1, ILS Receiver-1, and flap
and landing gear sensors. The com-
puter processes the radio altitude,
barometric altitude rate, glideslope
deviation, and landing gear and flap
position information to determine
undue proximity with the ground. The
computer provides audio outputs and

activates visual annunciators to indi-
cate an unsafe flight path in rela-
tion to the ground or that aircraft
is not in proper configuration for
descent between 2450 feet and 50 feet
radio altitude. The audio outputs
are, "Whoop, whoop, pull up" and
"glideslope". The visual annuncia-
tors consist of red GPWS lights and
amber BELOW G/S switch lights located
on the Captain's and First Officer's
glareshields.

A GPWS FAIL light, located on the
Flight Engineer's annunciator panel,
will come on to indicate GPWS failure
indications in the event of ground
proximity warning computer or GPWS
sensor failure.

GPWS can be self-tested by pushing
the GND PROXIMITY test button,
located on the overhead panel, while
the aircraft is on the ground or
in-flight above 1000 feet radio
altitude. GPWS FAIL light must be
off and flaps must be in non-landing
configuration. During a successful
self-test the aural annunciators,
"Whoop, whoop, pull up" and, "Glide-
slope", both red GPWS (flashing)
lights, both amber BELOW G/S switch
lights, and the GPWS FAIL light are
activated. The test checks the
computer operation, electrical power,
radio altitude and barometric alti-
tude rate validities, and landing
gear and flap positions.

The GPWS can be deactivated by open-
ing the GND PROXIMITY WARN circuit
breaker located on the Flight Engi-
neer's Overhead Circuit Breaker
Panel. This may be used to prevent
or to silence inappropriate GPWS
warning or alert.

Ground Proximity Warning

The GPWS will provide visual GPWS
(flashing) and aural, "Whoop, whoop,
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pull up" annunciations of possible
premature contact with terrain under
the following four conditions:

Mode 1 - Excessive rate of descent -
A warning is provided when the ter-
rain clearance is less than 2450 feet
AGL and barometric altitude rate indi-
cates the aircraft is descending at
an excessive rate regardless of air-
craft configuration.

Mode 2 - Excessive terrain closure
rate - A warning is provided when the
terrain clearance is less than 1800
feet AGL and the terrain is rising
toward the aircraft or the aircraft
is closing with the terrain at an
excessive rate.

Mode 3 - Descent after takeoff and
missed approach - A warning is
provided after takeoff or during
go-around between 50 feet and 700
feet AGL if the barometric altitude
loss is excessive. The GPWS reverts
to Mode 3 when the aircraft is below
50 feet AGL. The GPWS will also
revert to Node 3 when aircraft is
below 500 feet AGL with landing gear
and flaps in landing configuration
and flaps are selected to a non-
landing configuration.

Mode 4 - Inadvertent proximity to
terrain in non-landing configuration -
A warning is provided during cruise
or landing approach if landing gear
are not down below 500 feet AGL or if
flaps are in non-landing configura-
tion below 200 feet AGL. Addi-
tionally, a warning is provided
between 500 feet and 200 feet AGL
with flaps in non-landing configura-
tion and aircraft sink rate is

excessive. Mode 4 is automatically
armed when the aircraft ascends above
700 feet AGL.

NOTE; A guarded GND PROXIMITY WARN
FLAP OVRD switch, located on
the aft overhead panel, pro-
vides the capability to
preclude warning of aircraft
not in landing configuration
when usable to obtain landing
flaps.

Glideslope Alert

The GPWS will provide visual BELOW
G/S and aural "Glideslope" alert
annunciations under the following
condition:

Mode 5 - Glideslope alert - A glide-
slope alert is provided when air-
craft deviates excessively below
the glideslope. Mode 5 is armed when
aircraft is between 1000 feet and 50
feet AGL with landing gear down and
ILS frequency selected on the ILS
receiver. The aural "Glideslope"
alert can be either a "soft" or
"hard" alert. A "soft" alert is
activated when aircraft deviates
excessively below the glideslope at
altitudes below 1000 feet AGL and
consists of "Glideslope" repeated at
an audio level lower than the "Pull
up" level. The repetition rate of
the "soft" alert is a function of
radio altitude and glideslope devia-
tion such that the repetition rate
increases with decreased radio alti-
tude and increased glideslope devia-
tion. A "hard" alert is activated
when aircraft deviates excessively
below the glideslope at altitudes
below 300 feet AGL and consists of
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"Glideslope" repeated at an audio
level equal to "Pull up" level.

NOTE; GPWS modes 1 through 4 have
priority over mode 5.

The
glideslope alert can be inhibited at
altitudes below 1000 feet AGL (either
prior to or during a "soft" alert
only) by momentarily pushing the
BELOW G/S switch-light. The glide-
slope alert inhibit can be cancelled
by descending below 50 feet AGL or
climbing above 1000 feet AGL. The
glideslope alert is automatically
inhibited when the flight director
Back Course mode is selected.

CONTROLS AND INDICATORS

The navigational controls and indi-
cators are on the Captain's and First
Officer's instrument panels, the
Overhead instrument panel and the
Pedestal. Illustrations of these
major panels are in Chapter 1. The
individual controls and indicators
are illustrated and described in
another section of this chapter.

May 1/83
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NAVIGATION SYSTEMS - Controls and Indicators

GND SPEED Readout

Displays current ground speed.

Heading Bug

A moveable index which indicates se-
lected heading when controlled by the
heading selector knob on the FGS
panel or indicates true/track drift angle
when controlled by the INS.

NAV Source Annunciator

RAD - Indicates which radio is provid-
ing navigational signals to the
HSI.

INS - Indicates which inertial naviga-
tion system is providing navi-
gational signals to the HSI.

Course Deviation Scale

Indicates amount of deviation from the
centerline of the selected course.

ALERT Annunciator

Comes on 90 seconds before each INS
track leg is reached and then either
goes off when a track leg change is
automatically made or flashes to indi-
cate that a track leg change must be
manually initiated.

Compass Card

A rotating card which is oriented to
magnetic north by signals from the
compass system (HSI switch in RAD)
or to true north by signals from the INS
(HSI switch in INS).

Reciprocal Arrow

Point to the reciprocal airplane heading
on the compass card.

HORIZONTAL SITUATION
INDICATOR (HSI)

CAPTAIN'S AND COPILOT'S
INSTRUMENT PANELS

TRU/MAG Annunciator

MAG - Indicates HSI switch is in RAD
position and the heading under
the lubber line is magnetic
heading.

TRU - Indicates HSI switch is in INS
position and the heading under
the lubber line is true heading.

MILES Readout

Displays distance as measured between
the airplanes present position and the
next selected waypoint.

Course Pointer

Indicates selected course when the HSI
switch is in the RAD position and indi-
cates desired track between from and
to waypoints when the HSI switch is in
the INS position.

Glide Slope Pointer

The pointer indicates position of glide
slope relative to the position of the air-
plane.

Course Deviation Indicator

Indicates the position of selected VOR
course or ILS localizer (HSI switch in
RAD) or INS desired track (HSI switch in
INS) in relation to the airplane's position.

To/From Indicator

To - Indicates that the selected
(Displayed) course, if flown, will take the

airplane toward the station.

From - Points toward tail of course
pointer and indicates that the
selected course, if flown, will
take the airplane away from
the station.

Symbolic Airplane

Indicates position in relation to course.



NAVIGATION SYSTEMS - Controls and Indicators

INS Warnings
Blank indicates data are unusable.
Broken line indicates no computed
data displayed.

Nav Fail Flag
Appears when navigation data are un-
usable.

HEADING Flag
Appears when the heading data are
unusable.

GS Flag
Appears when glide slope data are
unusable.

HORIZONTAL SITUATION INDICATOR (HSI)
WITH FLAGS DISPLAYED

CAPTAIN'S AND COPILOTS
INSTRUMENT PANELS

JL
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NAVIGATION SYSTEMS - Controls and Indicators

Compass Card

A rotating compass card which
indicates the airplane's heading
as read under the lubber line.

OFF Flag

Appears when heading data are
unusable.

No. 2 Pointer

Points to the relative bearing of
the selected VOR or ADF facility.

No. 1 ADF/VOR Selector

Permits selection of either a VOR
or ADF station as the signal
source for the No. 1 pointer.

Lubber Line

Points to the airplane's heading
on the adjacent rotating compass
card.

No. 1 Pointer

Points to the relative bearing of
the selected VOR or ADF facility.

No. 2 ADF/VOR Selector

Permits selection of either a VOR
or ADF station as the signal
source for the No. 2 pointer.

Reciprocal Arrow

Points to the airplane's recipro-
cal heading.

RADIO MAGNETIC INDICATOR (RMI)
(CAPTAIN'S AND COPILOT'S INSTRUMENT PANELS)

ADF TONE Switch

ON - Superimposes an aural
signal on unmodulated
carrier waves to aid in
precise frequency selection.

ADF Selector Light (2)

Indicates which ADF frequency is in
use.

ADF Function Selector

ADF - Antenna will automatically
seek the signal source and
display relative bearing on
the RMI.

ANT - A non-directional antenna
position used for range
navigation, optimum sta-
tion tuning, or monitor of
commercial broadcast.

TEST - Pointers on ADF/RMI's dis-
play 315° relative bearing.

TFR Selector

Permits operator to receive on
either of the selected ADF frequen-
cies.

ADF Frequency Indicator (2)

Displays the selected frequency.

ADF Frequency Selector (2)

Rotate to select desired station
frequency.

ADF GAIN Knob

Rotate to control volume.AUTOMATIC DIRECTION FINDER
(ADF)

PEDESTAL

15-30-04
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NAVIGATION SYSTEMS - Controls and Indicators

WX Radar Function Selector (6)

NOTE
Integral light comes on to indicate
switch activated.

OFF - Removes power from system.
STBY - Applies power to selected

circuits to warm up the
system (approx. 3 minutes
required) and maintain it in
a state of readiness.

NORM- Activates total system to
send and receive signals
and display them on the
scope.

CONT - The contour position em-
phasizes areas of high
precipitation, presenting them
as blacked out areas within
the storm cells.

MAP - Displays local terrain features
on the scope. Should be used
only with range selector set
at minimum range, 50/25.

TEST - Displays a test pattern for
system checkout without
radiating energy.

FAULT Lights (2)

Come on to indicate ANT and/or RT
unit failure.

WX Radar Antenna TILT Control

Varies the vertical plane of scanning
of the outgoing beam by tilting the
antenna. Tilt limits are from 15°
above to 15o below the fuselage
reference plane.

WX Radar Transfer Switch

Selects either transmitter/receiver 1
or 2 for operation. The selected unit
provides displays on both scopes
while the unselected unit is in stand-

by.

WX Radar GAIN Knob

MIN/MAX - Permits manual control
of receiver sensitivity.

AUTO - Automatically controls
reciever sensitivity to
signals of varying in-
tensity.

WEATHER RADAR CONTROL PANEL
(PEDESTAL)

RANGE & MARKS

Provides five scope range selection
and appropriate range marks for the
selected range.

25/5 - Provides 25NM scope
range with 5 NM marks.

50/10 - Provides 50NM scope
range with 10 NM marks.

100/25 - Provides 100NM scope
range with 25 NM marks.

150/50 - Provides 150NM scope
range with 50 NM marks.

300/50 - Provides 300NM scope
range with 50 NM marks.

BRIGHTNESS Control

Adjusts scope displays intensity for
optimum viewing under varying cock-
pit lighting condition.

TCAS Display Control Pushbutton

Selects three Weather Radar/TCAS
Display modes. Modes are cycled by
pushing momentarily.

WXR/TCAS Auto mode - Normally
Weather is displayed. When TCAS
issued ТА or RA is removed, display
reverts to Weather indication.

WXR/TCAS Overlay mode - Traffic
display always overlays the weather
display.

TCAS Only mode - Only TCAS
information is displayed.

WEATHER RADAR INDICATOR

CAPTAIN'S AND COPILOT'S
CONSOLES

JL
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NAVIGATION SYSTEMS - Controls and Indicators

Maximum Range (Blue) Range Marks (Blue)

Background
Noise (Green)

Range Marks (Blue)

Green Video Test Band

Green Video Test Band
Yellow Video Test Band

Red Video Test Band

Yellow Video Test Band

NORMAL WEATHER RADAR TEST PATTERN

JL
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NAVIGATION SYSTEMS - Controls and Indicators

Airway Marker Beacon Light
(White)
When on indicates airplane is posi-
tioned over airway marker beacon.

Middle Marker Beacon Light
(Amber)

When on indicates airplane is po-
sitioned over a terminal middle
marker beacon.

Outer Marker Beacon Light (Blue)

When on indicates airplane is posi-
tioned over a terminal outer marker
beacon.

MARKER BEACON LIGHTS
(CAPTAIN'S AND COPILOT'S INSTRUMENT PANELS)

Standby Magnetic Compass

Indicates heading of airplane in rela-
tion to magnetic north. Magnetic
compass has a stow position.

STANDBY MAGNETIC COMPASS
(CENTER WINDSHIELD)

(For description, refer to
Flight Instruments Chapter)

TAS/SAT INDICATOR

CENTER INSTRUMENT PANEL

15-30-06
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NAVIGATION SYSTEM - Controls and Indicators

INS Selector (Inoperative on air-
planes without INS installed)

NORM - INS 1 and INS 2 provide
navigation signals to the
Capt's and F/O HSI
respectively when HSI
switch is in INS. INS 1 and
INS 2 also provide steer-
ing signals to FGS 1 and
FGS 2 respectively. No an-
nunciator light.

BOTH — INS 1 is providing naviga-
ON 1 tion signals to the Capt's

and F/0's HSI (with HSI in
INS) and steering signals
to FGS 1 and FGS 2. INS
annunciator light on.

BOTH — INS 2 is providing naviga-
ON 2 tion signals to the Capt's

and F/0's HSI (with HSI
switch in INS) and steering
signals to FGS 1 and FGS
2. INS annunciator light
on.

Annunciator Lights

Light on indicates selector not in
NORM position and switching unit
has switched to correct position.

RADIO Selector

NORM-VOR/ILS receivers 1 and
VOR/ILS receivers 2
provide radio navigation for
the Capt's and F/0's HSI
respectively (HSI switch in
RAD) and also the Capt's
and F/0's ADI respectively.
No annunciator light.

BOTH-VOR/ILS receivers 1
ON 1 provide radio navigation

for the Capt's and F/0's
HSI (HSI switch in RAD)
and ADI's. RADIO annun-
ciator light on.

BOTH-VOR/ILS receivers 2
ON 2 provide radio navigation

for the Capt's and F/0's
HSI (HSI switch in RAD)
and ADI's. RADIO annun-
ciator light on.

(OVERHEAD PANEL)

DME Indicator (2)

Provides digital readout of nautical
miles slant range to the selected
DME facility. Blank when data are
unusable. Dashes indicate no com-
puted data displayed.

DME INDICATOR
CAPTAIN'S AND COPILOT'S

INSTRUMENT PANELS

NOTE

The INS selector switches INS dis-
tance and groundspeed data for the
HSI's through the INS switching unit.
Normal operation is Captain on 1 and
F/0 on 2. The INS annunciator light
comes on when selector is not in the
NORM position and the switching unit
has switched to the system selected.

JL
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NAVIGATION SYSTEM - Controls and Indicators

FD CMD Selector

(For description refer to
Automatic Flight Chapter)

(OVERHEAD PANEL)

DME Switch (2)

HSI Switch

CRS Readout (2)
CRS Select Knob (2)

HDG Readout
HDG Control Knob

(For description refer to
Automatic Flight Chapter)

GLARESHIELD

15-30-08
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NAVIGATION SYSTEMS - Controls and Indicators

ILS Test Switch (2)

After selecting an ILS frequency, (a valid sig-
nal is not required for ILS test), adjusting
course to airplane heading, and placing HSI
switch in RAD position; placing ILS test switch
to the UP/L position will cause the respective
HSI navigation fail and GS flags and the ADI
GS flags to be in view for a short time and then
be removed from view. Then the respective HSI
course deviation indicator moves one dot left,
the ADI localizer indicator moves one dot left,
and the glide slope pointers on the respective
HSI and ADI indicators move one dot above
centerline. If the test switch is held in test po-
sition, the flags wi l l reappear indicating the
test cycle is over. The reverse indications will
occur when DN/R position is used.

NOTE
ILS test inhibited if LOC TRK or GS TRK is
annunciated in the FMA's.

MKR BCN Test Button

Pushing the marker beacon test button will
cause the airway, middle, and outer marker
beacon lights to come on sequentially. With the
respective marker audio switch on the audio
panel turned on, a tone (related to each in-
dividual light) will be heard.

VOR Test Button (2)

After selecting a VOR frequency, (a valid sig-
nal is not required for VOR test), adjusting
course to 180 degrees, and placing HSI switch
in RAD position; pushing the VOR test button
will cause the respective HSI Nav flag to be in
view for a short time and then be removed
from view, the respective HSI course deviation
indicator centers, the To indicator appears,
and the respective VOR pointers on the RMI
indicators indicate 180 degrees. If the test
button is held in the test position, the flags will
reappear indicating the test cycle is over.

DME Test Button (2)

Pushing the DME test button will cause the
respective DME indicators to be blank for one se-
cond, display all dashes for one second, then dis-
play all zeros, and when the test button is releas-
ed, revert to the original display.

OVERHEAD PANEL

JL
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NAVIGATION SYSTEMS - Controls and Indicators

GMT Hour Set Knob

When pulled out and rotated
(right), the two left GMT (hour)
digits wil l update.

Power Indicator

Black-Indicates time system is
energized and GMT min-
ute set knob has been
actuated to update time.

RED - Indicates time system is
deenergized, or system
energized (or power has
been interrupted) but
GMT minute set knob
has not been actuated to
update time.

Minute Marker Hand

Records elapsed minutes when
CHRO (short term elapsed time)
button is pushed. Moves 12 min-
utes in 360 degree sweep.

ELAPS Button

Pushing the ELAPS button starts
the long term digital time in the
ELAPS window. Pushing the
ELAPS button again will cause
the digital reading in the ELAPS
window to return to zero.

GMT Readout

Digital presentation of Greenwich
Mean Time (GMT).

GMT Minute Set Knob

When pul led out and rotated
(right), the two right GMT (min-
ute) digits will update.

Sweep Second Hand

Records elapsed seconds when
the CHRO (short term elapsed
time) button is pushed. Moves 1
minute in 360 degree sweep.

ELAPS Readout

Shows long term elapsed time in
hours and minutes. A green dot
will appear between the hour and
minute digits when ELAPS time
is operating.

CHRO Button

Pushing the CHRO button starts
the short term elapsed time as
recorded in minutes (minute
marker hand) and seconds
(sweep second hand). Pushing
the CHRO button again will re-
turn the minute marker and
sweep second hand to zero.

CLOCK (3)
(THIRD CLOCK LOCATED

ON F/E'S LOWER PANEL)

CLOCK Button (2)

Pushing the CLOCK button starts
the respective short term elapsed
time (CHRO) as recorded in min-
utes (minute marker hand) and
seconds (sweep second hand).
Pushing the CLOCK button again
will return the minute marker
and sweep second hand to zero.

(CAPTAIN'S AND FIRST OFFICER'S
INSTRUMENT PANELS)

CAPTAIN'S AND COPILOT'S
LIGHT CONTROL PANEL

15-30-10 JL
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NAVIGATION SYSTEM - Controls and Indicators

CHRO Button

Pushing the Chro Button starts the
short term elapsed time as recorded
in minutes (Minute Marker) and
seconds (Sweep Second Hand).
Pushing the Chro Button a second
time will stop the timer and "freeze"
the Minute Marker and Sweep Se-
cond Hand. Pushing the Chro Button
a third time will reset the Minute
Marker and Sweep Second Hand to
"zero."

GMT Display

Segmented light display of Greenwich
Mean Time (GMT) in hours, minutes
and tenths of minutes.

DIM Control

Controls intensity of GMT and
Elapsed Time Displays.

NOTE

Dim control can reduce intensity to
the point of extinguishing display,
however, timekeeping is maintained.

Sweep Second Hand

Records short term elapsed seconds
when the Chro Button is pressed.
Moves 1 minute in 360 degree
sweep.

ET Selector

Used to control the long term Elapsed
Time Display.

OFF - Resets display to "zero."

RUN - Initiates timekeeping.

HLD - Stops and holds display un-
til RUN is re-selected or
display is reset to OFF.
When RUN is re-selected
(from HLD), time will ac-
cumulate from the point it
was stopped.

Minute Marker

Records short term elapsed minutes
when Chro Button is pressed. Moves
12 minutes in 360 degree sweep.

GMT Control Knob

Used to set and control GMT

FS - (Fast Set) Updates time at
the rate of one hour per se-
cond.

SS - (Slow Set) Updates time at
the rate of one minute per
second.

HLD - (Hold) "Freezes" GMT dis-
play.

RUN - Placing control to this posi-
tion initiates timekeeping.

TEST - GMT and Elapsed Time
Displays indicate all 8's.

NOTE

Although the "seconds" are not dis-
played, the timekeeping will
automatically start at "zero seconds."

ELAPSED TIME Display

Segmented light display. Displays
long term elapsed time up to 59
hours and 59 minutes.

FLIGHT ENGINEER'S
LOWER PANEL

This clock is installed on some airplanes.
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NAVIGATION SYSTEM - Controls and Indicators

ВАТТ Light

Comes on red to indicate backup power is less
than the minimum necessary to operate the INS.
If the light comes on, the INS will shut down.
Press light cap to test. Both ВАТТ light and
READY NAV light should come on. Press light
cap again to turn off lights.

READY NAV Light

Comes on green when INS Mode Selector is in
ALIGN position and INS has completed align-
ment cycle, indicating mode selector switch may
be moved to NAV. Goes off when NAV mode
selected. Press light cap to test. Both READY
NAV light and ВАТТ light should come on. Press
light cap again to turn off lights.

INS Mode Selector

OFF - Power removed from INS.

STBY - Power is applied to INS for gyro warmup and
automatic self-leveling of the inertial platform.
About one minute after STBY position is
selected the ADI ATT flag, HSI HEADING flag,
and the RMI OFF flags are removed from view.
All waypoints are automatically cleared and an
automatic alignment sequence starts when INS
mode selector is moved from OFF to STBY
position. Display test and insertion of aircraft's
present position are performed with mode
selector in STBY position. (Display test may
also be performed in ALIGN and NAV position).

NOTE
Alignment can only be accomplished when air-
craft is on the ground and in a static position.
After insertion of present position, do not move
aircraft until alignment is completed and NAV
position is selected.

ALIGN - System continues automatic alignment. Total
alignment sequence lasts about 17 minutes.
READY NAV light comes on to indicate
automatic alignment is complete and mode
selector may be moved to NAV. Waypoints
may be inserted during automatic alignment
sequence.

NAV - Normal operation after automatic alignment is
complete. INS mode selector is detented in
NAV position and must be pulled out before
selector can be moved from NAV position.

NOTE
If selector is moved from NAV to STBY or ATT
REF, the INS must be realigned on the ground
with the aircraft in a static position, before
moving the selector back to NAV.

ATT REF - Provides attitude reference signals to the
Flight Guidance System and the ADI, and
azimuth stabilization signals to the compass
system. INS navigation data not available in
this mode.

When selecting ATT REF position from NAV
mode, attitude reference data is available im-
mediately. When selecting ATT REF directly
from OFF position, valid attitude reference data
is available in approximately 3 minutes.

NOTE
If WARN annunciator on CDU comes on while
operating in NAV mode, INS automatically
changes to attitude reference mode. If this oc-
curs, manual selection of ATT REF position will
cause WARN annunciator to go off if attitude
reference mode is valid.

Effective on aircraft with Inertial Navigation System installed.
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NAVIGATION SYSTEM - Controls and Indicators

FROM/TO Display
Displays FROM waypoint number
and TO waypoint number (Display
is in test configuration)

WPT Selector Wheel
When the data selector is at WPT, the
WPT (Waypoint) selector wheel selects
waypoints 1 through 9 for latitude and
longtude insertion, or selects waypoint
0 through 9 for presentation of
waypoint coordinates on left or right
data display

TK CHG Key
An integral light in the key comes on
when the key is pushed to initiate a
manual track leg change A light in the
INSERT Key comes on at the same
time, to indicate the INS is ready for in-
sertion of the new data The TK CHG
Key light goes off when the INSERT
Key is pushed

AUTO/MAN/RMT Selector

AUTO - Automatically initiates way-
point changes

MAN - Permits manual waypoint
changes.

RMT -Permits remote loading of
waypoint coordinates (Simul-
taneous loading and insertion
of such data into more than
one INS using only one control
display panel) Enables remote
ranging, and display of XTK
offset FROM/TO Display
flashes

Left Data Display
Depending on the position of the
data selector, the following will be
displayed
True Track
True Heading
Cross track Distance
Latitude
Distance
Wind Direction
Desired Track
(Display is in test configuration)

Right Data Display
Depending on the position of the
data selector, the following will be
displayed
Ground Speed
Drift Angle
Track-angle Error
Longitude
Time
Wind Speed
Status Code
(Display is in test configuration)

DIM Selector Wheel

Controls intensity of the displays
With DIM Wheel set to lowest in-
tensity, displays will be blank

Insert Key
When pushed (light on) transfers
entered data into INS computer

ALERT Light (Amber)

Comes on 90 seconds be-
fore each track leg and
then either goes off when
a track leg change is auto-
matically made or flashes
to indicate that a track leg
change must be manually
Initiated.

ВАТТ Light (Amber)
Comes on when the INS is operating on
backup battery power

WARN Light (Red)
Comes on when a system malfunction
occurs or, during the alignment mode,
flashes to indicate that an incorrect
present position has been inserted or
an INS alignment failure has occurred

Keyboard
Provides ten keys (0 thru 9) that are
used to enter data into the INS control
display panel that are to be inserted
into the INS computer A CLEAR key
will remove entered data if pushed
before INSERT key is pushed

HOLD Key
Pushing the HOLD Key turns on the
light in the key and holds updated pre-
sent position in the left and right data
displays when the Data Selector is in
POS position and unupdated present
position when selector is in WPT posi-
tion, regardless of WPT Selector Wheel
position Updating continues even
though the coordinates are nek) in the
display Pushing key a second time
turns off the light and the displays
again show the changing current posi-
tion When the Data Selector is in DSR
TK/STS, pushing the HOLD Key causes
malfunction codes to replace Action
Codes in the right data display

DATA SELECTOR

Causes left and right data displays to display
selected data

TK/GS - Displays true track and ground
speed

HDG/DA - Displays true heading and drift
angle The R or L preceding the drift
angle readout indicates the drift is to
the right or left of the aircraft
heading

ХТК/TКЕ - Displays cross track distance and
track angle error (in degrees) The R
or L preceding the readout indicates
that the aircraft track is to the right
or left of the desired track

POS - Displays present position in latitude
and longitude

WPT - Displays latitude and longitude of
the waypoint corresponding to the
digit on the WPT selector

DIS/TIМЕ - With the AUTO/MAN/RMT selec-
tor in AUTO or MAN position, dis-
plays distance and time (based on
present ground speed) between pre-
sent position and next selected
waypoint along the desired track
With the AUTO/MAN/RMT Selector
in RMT position, displays great-circle
distance and time (based on fixed
velocity) between any two waypoints
entered in the INS (Remote
Ranging), displays total distance and
time (based on present ground
speed) along the flight path between
the present position and any
selected waypoint entered m the INS
(Remote Flight Plan Ranging), or dis-
plays great-circle distance and time
(based on present ground speed)
from any waypoint to the present
position (Remote Ingress) In the
above time calculations 512 knots is
used if present ground speed is less
than 10 knots

WIND - Displays wind direction and speed
(knots) Displays are valid only if true
airspeed exceeds 150 knots

DSR TK STS - Displays desired track in the left
data display when INS Mode Selec-
tor is in NAV positron (after initial
track selection) Displays action
codes and platform alignment
status in the right data display If
HOLD Key is pushed, the action
codes are replaced by malfunction
codes

TEST - INS test may be performed with the
mode selector in the STBY, ALIGN,
or NAV position The displays
should show degree signs, decimal
points, minute signs, and all eights
except left digit of right data dis-
play is R FROM/TO display shows
eights, and ALERT, ВАТТ, WARN TK
CHG, INSERT and HOLD lights are
on

INS CONTROL DISPLAY UNIT (3)
PEDESTAL

Effective on aircraft with Inertial Navigation System installed.
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NAVIGATION SYSTEM - Controls and Indicators

BELOW G/S Switch-Light (Amber)
(2)
Switch-light on indicates corrective
action required due to excessive
deviation below glideslope. Light is
accompanied by aural annunciation,
"Glideslope". Pushing the switch-
light when airplane is below 1000
feet radio altitude and hard alert is
not in progress will inhibit the
below glideslope alert or will cancel
soft below glideslope annunciations,
if activated. The below glideslope
annunciation cannot be cancelled
when a hard alert is in progress
(below 300 feet radio altitude) ex-
cept by flying out of the alert zone.

GPWS Light (Red) (2)

Light on indicates corrective action
required due to airplane proximity
to the ground or not in proper con-
figuration for descent Light is ac-
companied by aural annunciations,
"Whoop, whoop, pull up".

(GLARESHIELD)

GPWS FAIL Light

Light on indicates ground proximity
warning system is inoperative.(F/E UPPER PANEL NO 2)

GND PROXIMITY Test Button

Pushing the test button will cause
aural annunciations, "Whoop,
whoop, pull up, glideslope", and
GPWS lights, BELOW G/S switch-
lights and GPWS FAIL light to ac-
tivate. Test cannot be initiated
between 50 and 1000 feet radio
altitude.

GND PROXIMITY WARN FLAP
OVRD Switch

OVRD - Prevents flap up condi-
t ion from actuat ing
ground proximity warning
system when intentionally
landing with flaps not in
landing configuration. All
other GPWS modes re-
main active.

NORM - Ground proximity warning
will activate if flaps are
not extended for landing
below 200 feet radio
altitude, or if sink rate is
excessive and flaps are
not extended for landing
between 500 feet and
200 feet radio altitude

OVERHEAD PANEL
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NAVIGATION SYSTEMS - Controls and Indicators

(For description refer to
Automatic Flight Chapter)

ATTITUDE DIRECTOR INDICATOR (ADI)

CAPTAIN'S AND COPILOT'S INSTRUMENT PANELS
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NAVIGATION SYSTEMS - Controls and Indicators

GND SPEED Readout

Displays current ground speed,

Heading Bug

A moveable index which indicates se-
lected heading when controlled by the
heading selector knob on the FGS
panel or indicates true/track drift angle
when controlled by the INS.

NAV Source Annunciator

RAD - Indicates which radio is provid-
ing navigational signals to the
HSI.

INS - Indicates which inertial naviga-
tion system is providing navi-
gational signals to the HSI.

Course Deviation Scale

Indicates amount of deviation from the
centerline of the selected course.

ALERT Annunciator

Comes on 90 seconds before each INS
track leg is reached and then either
goes off when a track leg change is
automatically made or flashes to indi-
cate that a track leg change must be
manually initiated.

Compass Card

A rotating card which is oriented to
magnetic north by signals from the
compass system (HSI switch in RAD)
or to true north by signals from the INS
(HSI switch in INS).

Reciprocal Arrow

Point to the reciprocal airplane heading
on the compass card.

TRU/MAG Annunciator

MAG - Indicates HSI switch is in RAD
position and the heading under
the lubber line is magnetic
heading.

TRU - Indicates HSI switch is in INS
position and the heading under
the lubber line is true heading.

MILES Readout

Displays distance as measured between
the airplanes present position and the
next selected waypoint.

Course Pointer

Indicates selected course when the HSI
switch is in the RAD position and indi-
cates desired track between from and
to waypoints when the HSI switch is in
the INS position.

Glide Slope Pointer

The pointer indicates position of glide
slope relative to the position of the air-
plane.

Course Deviation Indicator

Indicates the position of selected VOR
course or ILS localizer (HSI switch in
RAD) or INS desired track (HSI switch in
INS) in relation to the airplane's position.

To/From Indicator

To - Indicates that the selected
(Displayed) course, if flown, will take the

airplane toward the station.

From - Points toward tail of course
pointer and indicates that the
selected course, if flown, will
take the airplane away from
the station.

Symbolic Airplane

Indicates position in relation to course.

HORIZONTAL SITUATION
INDICATOR (HSI)

CAPTAIN'S AND COPILOT'S
INSTRUMENT PANELS
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